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Lemonade took on a different connotation when Beyoncé released her visual album; it 

became a word that represented Black communities and Black empowerment. Whether 

intentional or not, Beyoncé took the audience on a visual discovery that created a new way to 

articulate “plantation landscapes, enslaved histories and their legacies through… media”.1 She 

showcased the turn from past oppression to present power, from the history that haunted the 

formerly enslaved, and how they now reclaim these histories for a source of empowerment. This 

new connotation also sparked discussion as to why Beyoncé’s album was so impactful; some 

discussions arose on the importance of filming location, while others conversed the significance 

of Beyoncé’s vulnerability to make it widely relatable, as her personal stories articulated 

generational oppression. Regardless, they achieved the same: amplifying Black empowerment. 

 Lemonade began discussion on if location or relatability was most impactful about the 

album. Some scholars hold meticulous selection of filming location most responsible; others cite 

the stories she told as having the largest impact. Many scholars emphasized the importance of 

place in empowering Black women because of the history that accompanies it. Nicole Willson 

stated that the energy put in by Beyoncé to compound “a conscientious creative effort to 

reenvision and remodel the various plantation landscapes” was crucial to the album.2 Similarly, 

Amanda Edgar and Ashton Toone detail that “injustices are rooted in both race and place,” 

further supporting that Beyoncé intellectually crafted the visual album with location in mind.3 

Other scholars, like Zeffie Gaines and Phoebe Macrossan emphasize relatability as the integral 

part of Beyoncé’s work. Instead of place, they focus on stories and their embodiment of many 

 
1 Nicole Willson. “Excavating Occluded Histories at Destrehan Plantation: Afro-Creole Resistance from 
‘Marguerite’ to Beyoncé.” Journal of American Studies 54, no. 4 (October 2020), 778. 
2 Willson, “Excavating Occluded Histories at Destrehan Plantation: Afro-Creole Resistance from ‘Marguerite’ to 
Beyoncé,” 778. 
3Amanda Nell Edgar, and Ashton Toone. “‘She Invited Other People to That Space’: Audience Habitus, Place, and 
Social Justice in Beyoncé’s Lemonade.” Feminist Media Studies 19, no. 1 (February 2019), 88. 
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Black women’s experiences. Gaines even explicitly states that Beyoncé’s Lemonade epitomizes 

“a communal piece that reflects bits of much the intellectual and artistic labor” of Black women.4 

Black women can see their own labor and struggles within the album. Macrossan further 

qualifies this idea when she talks about the importance of intertextual references that lead 

Lemonade to hold “representations of [B]lack womanhood,” and stimulate viewers’ connection 

to their history of feminism and “[B]lack female empowerment.”5 Beyoncé incorporates these 

artistic elements as she layers stories of her past, like the infidelity of her father and husband, 

that are consequences of the overarching generational oppression Black people face. She 

employs location and relatability together for empowering Black women.  

Beyoncé’s visual album created a separate world through location that instilled 

understanding of generational oppression Edgar and Toone state that many of Beyoncé’s viewers 

described location as a centralized role in their listening and viewing experience.6 They continue 

that Beyoncé “brought her messages into [viewers’] spaces,” causing Lemonade to be “both a 

global hit and an intimate, local experience.”7 Willson further emphasizes this experience, the 

immersion of oneself within the location, by discussing Beyoncé’s choice to film at Creole 

plantations— places that demonstrated oppression of Black people. Willson notes that Beyoncé 

engaged in “symbolic excavation” to “reimagine” the plantation “in a way that embraces the 

memories of its local community.”8 In response, Macrossan would denote that Lemonade drew 

 
4 Zeffie Gaines. “A Black Girl’s Song: Misogynoir, Love, and Beyoncé’s Lemonade - ProQuest.” Accessed 
November 7, 2020. https://search.proquest.com/docview/2049666184/60C1726D16944FBAPQ/1?accountid=10427. 
5 Macrossan, Phoebe. “Intimacy, Authenticity and ‘Worlding’ in Beyoncé’s Star Project from Popular Music, Stars 
and Stardom on JSTOR.” Accessed November 5, 2020. 
6 Edgar & Toone, “‘She Invited Other People to That Space’: Audience Habitus, Place, and Social Justice in 
Beyoncé’s Lemonade”, 87. 
7 Edgar & Toone, “‘She Invited Other People to That Space’: Audience Habitus, Place, and Social Justice in 
Beyoncé’s Lemonade”, 87. 
8 Willson, “Excavating Occluded Histories at Destrehan Plantation: Afro-Creole Resistance from ‘Marguerite’ to 
Beyoncé”, 794. 
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on “real places and traditions of the area” with deeper, symbolic undertones.9 By reenvisioning 

the plantation and reframing it, Beyoncé empowers Black people. Willson further describes 

Beyoncé’s utilization of plantation space and how she “expands on conventional parameters (and 

the parochial white gaze) of the plantation” and then detonates the traditional histories that take 

place.10 Beyoncé reframes plantation history as she occupies the space with those that were 

oppressed— “by [B]lack women who sing, dance, climb trees[,] and eat together.”11 No white 

slave owners are present. She embodies the pain of the past and reframes it to empower the 

future. It is the reclaiming of the land. It is utilizing location as a source of Black empowerment. 

Beyoncé shared personal experiences that were relatable to many within the Black 

community — especially Black women — through the visual album. Edgar and Toone described 

this as Beyoncé circulating “visual symbols of Blackness that [were] clearly targeted toward 

Black audiences.”12 The inclusion Southern Gothic aspects or Louisiana voodoo symbols not 

only targeted Black audiences but resonated with them— the symbols represented their struggle. 

One area where viewers could relate was in how Black women are viewed. Gaines notes that 

Beyoncé takes “the stereotype of the angry [B]lack woman” that, within society, has become to 

mean “‘the black bitch’”.13 Gaines states that Beyoncé acknowledges this within Lemonade, and 

reclaims and recodes this anger as “divine righteous, and revolutionary.”14 Gaines further details 

that Beyoncé, through the complexities of Lemonade, achieved her goal and turned the 

 
9 Macrossan, “Intimacy, Authenticity and ‘Worlding’ in Beyoncé’s Star Project from Popular Music, Stars and 
Stardom”, 143. 
10 Willson, “Excavating Occluded Histories at Destrehan Plantation: Afro-Creole Resistance from ‘Marguerite’ to 
Beyoncé”, 794. 
11 Macrossan, “Intimacy, Authenticity and ‘Worlding’ in Beyoncé’s Star Project from Popular Music, Stars and 
Stardom”, 143. 
12 Edgar & Toone, “‘She Invited Other People to That Space’: Audience Habitus, Place, and Social Justice in 
Beyoncé’s Lemonade”, 87. 
13 Gaines, “A Black Girl’s Song: Misogynoir, Love, and Beyoncé’s Lemonade”. 
14 Gaines, “A Black Girl’s Song: Misogynoir, Love, and Beyoncé’s Lemonade”. 
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connotation of ‘bitch’ to be “a term of empowerment,” instead of Black aggression.15  Macrossan 

notes that it is “not just through… camera angles, editing… and staging” but “through extra-

narrative elements and the affective qualities” that bring the audience into a “lived experience.”16 

These facets make Lemonade what it is. Camera angles cannot re-connotate a word like ‘bitch’, 

but the complex efforts of Beyoncé can further empower Black women and change the 

generational oppression narrative. 

Other authors, like Edgar and Toone, further qualify that Beyoncé’s storytelling was 

extremely impactful. They note that the audience is acquainted with Beyoncé’s “polarized 

context” through “sexualized performances of Beyoncé and others in the media,” igniting 

understanding as viewers recount their own experience of sexualization through “shaming, 

harassment, and violence.”17 By incorporating events Beyoncé has personally suffered, ones 

widely applicable to Black women, she encouraged listeners to engage with their past and then 

feel empowered. Moreover, Gaines draws attention to a worry within infidelity that Beyoncé 

highlights; it is one that strictly applies to Black women: the “‘whiter’ lover.”18 This concept 

reflects how Black women can feel “rejected in American society,” as they worry that their 

spouse desires lighter-skinned women— just as Beyoncé was rejected by Jay-Z through his 

infidelity.19 By addressing his disloyalty through music, Beyoncé makes listeners feel heard and 

not alone. Macrossan notes that Beyoncé, through Lemonade and its relatability, encouraged 

 
15 Gaines, “A Black Girl’s Song: Misogynoir, Love, and Beyoncé’s Lemonade”. 
16 Macrossan, “Intimacy, Authenticity and ‘Worlding’ in Beyoncé’s Star Project from Popular Music, Stars and 
Stardom”, 142. 
17 Edgar & Toone, “‘She Invited Other People to That Space’: Audience Habitus, Place, and Social Justice in 
Beyoncé’s Lemonade”, 88. 
18 Gaines, “A Black Girl’s Song: Misogynoir, Love, and Beyoncé’s Lemonade”. 
19 Gaines, “A Black Girl’s Song: Misogynoir, Love, and Beyoncé’s Lemonade”. 
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“womanhood, and therein [encouraged] the audience to make connections to… history,” and in 

doing so, helped further Black female empowerment through understanding and unity.20 

Beyoncé’s Lemonade was built intentionally and requires both thoughtful location for 

filming and relatability. Lemonade layers these two crucial elements to reframe the historical 

past of Black people, while also utilizing the history to empower the future. Beyoncé spotlights 

that it is time to change the generational pressures. While Lemonade’s symbolic meanings 

directly link to generational struggles of Black people, we all must sip on Lemonade and be 

active in breaking these societal structures that suffocate the Black community. 

  

 
20 Macrossan, “Intimacy, Authenticity and ‘Worlding’ in Beyoncé’s Star Project from Popular Music, Stars and 
Stardom”, 142. 
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